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All hail,
the literary heroes
There are no prizes or distinguished awards for Afrikaans literature that carry more
prestige than those of the Suid-Afrikaanse Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns. Prizes
are awarded on the recommendation of the Academy’s Literature Commission and
awards are presented to the prize winners at ceremonies in Stellenbosch and Pretoria.
Gerard Scholtz, DEKAT’s book editor, compiled the following report.

HERTZOG PRIZE FOR POETRY: Mede-wete by Antjie Krog
the ‘zincshack’ of Afrikaans as a marginal language still produces such
collections of poetry and possesses such poets is remarkable. One
can only answer “yes” to Krog’s satirical question as to whether we
are “actually still here” (“wragtig nog hier”), especially now that the
corrugated iron door has once again been wrenched open!

The Hertzog prize is the most prestigious prize in the world of Afrikaans
literature and is named after that great crusader for Afrikaans, General
JBM Hertzog. The annual prize is restricted to original work in Afrikaans
and is awarded in turn for poetry, drama and narrative prose.

Helize van Vuuren:
Somehow, the whole Krog project, of which Mede-wete is the result,
aims to draw in the reader as other and to provide him or her with ‘medewete’ or ‘co-knowledge’ – to offer a direct translation – of the difficult
poetic way on the road to the other. And yet, the anthology marks a
renewal of old poetic practices and a variance from what is known
about Krog’s tendency, style and idiolect in her previous collections. The
contours are indeed still recognisable (family, grandchildren, the female
body that wears away, intense political involvement), but the form and
content stand as the marks of large-scale poetic experimentation.
There are scintillating and particularly effective poems such as
moniaal, binnedwang and mirakel, which is about the dream of the
new South Africa that came into being in 1994 against all expectations,
as well as kerssonnet, in which the poet focuses on the meaning of the
archaic words ‘vredevors’ and ‘Wonderbaar’ in what seems to be a
non-believer’s yearning for belief, or perhaps rather for the cherished
past in which this Christian Christmas ritual did exist?:

*Helize van Vuuren is a distinguished professor at the Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University in Port Elizabeth, Eastern Cape.

HIEMSTRA PRIZE FOR NON-FICTION:

Donker Stroom by Carel van der Merwe
The prize is awarded every three years for an original non-fiction work
in Afrikaans that is not produced by a specialist in a subject.

Frederik de Jager:
One asks two related questions about Eugène Nielen Marais: What
is it about him that is so enigmatic, and how did he attain such an
iconic status in the Afrikaans and, to a lesser extent, the English spiritual
world? Although these questions are not at the root of Carel van der
Merwe’s new book about Marais, a book that has caused quite a
storm, he does answer them while, at the same time, deepening the
mystery. After more than 400 pages of close investigation, Marais still
defies definition.
After Van der Merwe’s book, there is little space left for half-truths and
full-blown lies, for wishful thinking and inadequate research. Not about
Marais’s love life, which Rousseau left to the imagination and Friedel
Hansen completely turned into the bizarre. Not about Marais as the
people’s hero, which was to a great extent a creation of Preller’s. Not
about any period of Marais’s life – not even the years in London about
which new information was, for Rousseau, inconceivable. Van der
Merwe’s thoroughness, and his ability to order the facts and interpret
them, puts him in another class.
Die groot verlange remains undiminished as an iconic book on an
iconic figure. What has changed is that you cannot read Rousseau
without Van der Merwe. It is a magnificent piece of work.

kerssonnet
noudat ons ontdroomdes en ontruimdes ons
daarvangekomdes met ontluisterde skedelskottels en
vraagdeurskote oë aan niks meer kan glo nie
verlang ek hier in die oorkrakende hitte van Desember
na die takkie wat eens kon spruit uit die stomp van Isai
na Betlehem Efrata klein onder die geslagte van Juda
na die stilte van ’n sterrenagveld met die gul vererige
geluid van engele nog melkig van God se behang en
skaapwagters in die dorbaarde van patriarge want in
die diep onweersgroen van Desember smag ek na ’n ruspunt
en die woord Wonderbaar ’n krip en eseltjie selfs en
vingerpunte wat ontroerd Vredevors tussen linte vind maar
geen vlerke stut meer. ek kleef die blinkblaar aarde en die maan
die sterre en die byl-gebenedyde geluid van afskeid en sterfte aan

*Frederik de Jager was a language teacher, publisher and editor as
well as a selector and judge for, among others, the M-Net Literature
Award and the kykNET-Rapport Book Prizes.
The above material was adapted and compiled in co-operation with
Litnet and the Suid-Afrikaanse Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns.

Mede-wete is a collection for the serious poetry lover that, together with
Marlene van Niekerk’s Kaar and Breyten Breytenbach’s vyf-en-veertig
skemeraandsange, marks the absolute high point in recent times. That
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EUGèNE MARAIS PRIZE FOR DRAMA: Kristalvlakte by Amy Jephta

EUGèNE MARAIS PRIZE FOR POETRY: Fotostaatmasjien by Bibi Slippers

The prize is awarded for a first or early work and may be awarded
only once to an individual. Books published in 2016 were taken into
account.

The prize is awarded for a first or early work of literature and may be
awarded only once to an individual. Books published in 2016 were
taken into account.

Temple Hauptfeisch:

Jaco Barnard-Naudé:

Kristalvlakte had its origins in the text-development programme of the
Suidoosterfees in 2015. The programme was founded in memory
of Jakes Gerwel, who mentioned the idea of moving Bertolt Brecht’s
Mutter Courage to the Cape Flats in a conversation with Koos Bekker.
Tertius Kapp led the workshops for the writing project and also wrote
the introduction to the project and provided the background to Brecht,
the text and the project itself. Kristalvlakte was produced for the first time
at the Suidoosterfees in 2016.
Kristalvlakte is about a ‘war’ that takes place on the ‘battlefield’ in
and around the houses and streets of the Flats, a space in which people
like Priscilla not only have to live, but also survive and make a living –
but in her case, live based on the requirements that the circumstances
create. In this context, the character ‘Priscilla’ is both a new creation
and a continuation of Brecht’s Courage: the woman who struggles
daily for survival, who is trapped in her life but remains indomitable.
In one sense, Jephta’s text is a sort of Brechtian interpretation of
Brecht’s original polemical work that leads one to contemplation
and debate. Like Brecht, Jephta strips and narrows the context by
totally separating it from the greater South African social, political
and economic milieu (although it is of course implicitly present and
accessible to the informed reader). As such, Kristalvlakte is an intelligent
and performable adaptation of a classic text by an exciting dramatist,
a work that not only throws light on a complex local crisis, but easily
takes its place in the canon of South African works for the theatre.

Bibi Slippers’s first volume, Fotostaatmasjien, extensively explores the
many meanings of the photostat, as well as the mechanism and technique
by which photostats see the light and the history of how they saw the
light. The impressive aesthetics of the collection matches the content.
The photostat and the making of photostats are therefore prominent as
the central thematic, metaphoric complex that structures the collection.
In this context, Slippers joins a long, over-familiar epistemology in
the history of poetic art in which poetry is understood as mimesis or
reflection. The origin of this view of poetry is of course Plato’s Republic,
in which poems are seen to be just weak copies of reality, because
they are, as it were, twice removed from the reality and the real thing.
Here we have the poetic art of a fine observer and recorder of
our wonderful, often frightening, contemporary human condition on a
planet that we share with so many others, both human and animal.
One can describe Slippers’s poetry only in terms of plurals: she is a
nature poet with a deep aptitude for the non-anthropomorphic and
respect for the non-anthropomorphic other (poems about animals
and other creations abound); a postmodernist poet (the poem as
deconstruction/unravelling and as parody and pastiche); a poet of the
image (of Lucien Freud’s greyhound and David Tieties’s donkey); and
definitely a pop poet. However, Bibi Slippers is pre-eminently a poet of
common humanity. The best line of poetry I can think of to photostat this
exceptional new voice in our poetic art is from Walt Whitman’s Song
of Myself: “I am large ... I contain multitudes.”

*Temple Hauptfleisch is a sociolinguist, theatre researcher and
dramatist, and emeritus professor at the University of Stellenbosch
drama department.

*Jaco Barnard-Naudé is a professor in the philosophy of law at the
University of Cape Town and an honorary research fellow at the Institute
for the Humanities, Birkbeck College, University of London.
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SA AKADEMIE PRIZE FOR TRANSLATED WORK:

Daniel Hugo’s translation of Oorlog en terpentyn by Stefan Hertmans
The prize is awarded for translation of belletrist work into Afrikaans
from any other language. In judging the translation, attention is paid
to the status that the translated work enjoys in its own language and
the accuracy and general success of the translation. The prize was
awarded taking into account Daniel Hugo’s previous translations.

and earthiness of the narrative are the lifebuoys for the writer and
reader. On the whole, it is a remarkable addition to our flourishing
novel genre in Afrikaans.
*Prof Henning Snyman (1938 – 2017)

Processing of the above material was compiled in collaboration with Litnet and
the South African Academy of Science and Art.

Marike van der Watt:
Shortly before his death, Stefan Hertmans’s grandfather, Urbain Martien
– a forgotten war hero from the First World War – handed him two
manuscripts containing his memoirs. More than 30 years passed
before Hertmans began to study the books and see their value. It
became a journey of exploration into the past, which not only opened
up the horrors of the trenches, but also showed the bonds between the
generations in a deeply moving way.
While Oorlog en terpentyn is the first work of the Flemish poet/writer,
Stefan Hertmans, to appear in Afrikaans, he already has more than
25 publications to his credit. He is the winner of various literary prizes
(among them the Vlaamse Cultuurprijs voor de Letteren) and the New York
Times designated the English translation, War and Turpentine, as one of
the top 10 books of 2016. Thanks to the sustained attempts of Protea
Publishing to enrich our cultural treasure, Afrikaans readers can now also
enjoy this work (translated by Daniel Hugo) without the stumbling blocks
that keep us from discovering writers from the Low Countries.
*Marike van der Watt is a part-time lecturer in the US Department
of Afrikaans and Nederlands and is presently working on her PhD in
translation, with Dutch translations of Afrikaans literature as her topic.

EUGèNE MARAIS PRIZE FOR PROSE: Wonderboom by Lien Botha
The prize is awarded for a first or early work of literature and may be
awarded only once to an individual. Books published in 2015 were
taken into account.

In Wonderboom, Magriet Vos moves back to her origins, to the
beginning, climbing into a country that is in the process of decline,
and undertakes a journey or rather an expedition to begin to discover
herself. She journeys through various worlds – in this country and in
other countries, eventually coming to the beginning in Wonderboom.
The structure of her comprehensive journey suggests autobiographical
elements, ordinary biographical features and a search for the familiar.
The road runs from Betty’s Bay and Atlantis, through the Karoo to
Beaufort West, after that to Kimberley and Bloemhof and then to
Johannesburg and Pretoria, ending at Wonderboom.
The novel deals with decline, the search for roots and disillusion. It
includes delightful madness, but is well structured and tells a story that
is simultaneously disturbing and melancholy; a brutal story about the
primordial and the chaotic in the human psyche. Yet the cruel humour

Daniel Hugo
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